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Recently J. Faulkner constructed a trace form for a wide class of triple 
systems J over fields @ using reduced elements (elements c with 
P(c) Jc @c). These elements have also appeared in work of U. Hirzebruch 
and E. Zelmanov. In this paper we investigate reduced elements in Jordan 
triple systems over general scalars @. We show that these elements span an 
ideal R(J) in J. When @ is a domain acting torsion-freely on reduced 
elements, this ideal carries an invariant symmetric bilinear form. This form 
coincides with the generic trace of Loos for finite-dimensional separable 
systems over fields, but makes sense in arithmetic or infinite-dimensional 
analytic situations. This form is “quadratically” nondegenerate precisely 
when J is nondegenerate as triple system, in which case R(J) has a 
Dieudonne decomposition into a direct sum of finitely many simple ideals as 
soon as it has minimum condition on ideals. 
Throughout we work with Jordan triple systems J over an arbitrary ring of 
scalars @. On occasion we will assume that @ acts torsion-freely on part of J 
(forcing @ to be a domain), but we generally try to make no assumptions on 
@. A (quadratic) triple system J is a Q-module equipped with a product 
P(x) y quadratic in x and linear in y; we write the linearization- 
VP + z> - P(x) - P(z)) Y as a triple product P(x, z) y = {xyz} = L(x, y) z. 
A Jordan triple system satisfies (among others) the identities 
W(X>Y) = P(x) P(Y) fYx> (0.1) 
W,(x, Y> 2) = B,(x, Y> w> B,(YY x> 
for B,(x, y) = 1’I- AL(x, y) + P(x) P(y) 
(0.2) 
4% Y) P(z) + P(z) JfJ(Y, x> = w4-5 Y> z, z> P-3) 
W(X)Y,Y) = w3 P(Y) x>. (0.4) 
A (unital) Jordan algebra is a triple system with a unit element 1: P(1) = I. 
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If we write U(x) = P( x ) , x2 = U(x) 1, x o y = V(X, y) 1 then Jordan algebras 
also satisfy 
{xxy} =x2 oy (0.5) 
(x 0 y)’ = U(x)$ + U(y) x2 + x 0 U(y) x (0.6) 
2U(x)y=xo (xoy)-x20y. (0.7) 
The weakly structural transformations are those linear transformations S 
on J for which there exists some (not always unique) linear S* with 
P(Sx) = SP(x) s * (0.8) 
for all x. If S* is again weakly structural with S* * = S then we call S 
structural. Equations (O.l), (0.2) show that all P(x), B,(x, JJ) are structural 
with P(x)* = P(x), B,(x, y)* = B,(y, x). All scalar multiplications S = ,U 
are structural with S* = S, and the automorphisms are precisely those inver- 
tible structural S with S* = S-‘. We say S is weakly Lie structural if there 
exists S * satisfying 
P(Sx, x) = SP(x) + P(x) s * (0.8’) 
for all x, and say S is Lie structural if S* is again weakly Lie structural 
with S* * = S. Equation (0.3) shows that all L(x, y) are Lie structural with 
L(x, y)* = L( y, x), as are all ,U with (AI)* = AI; the derivations are 
precisely those Lie structural S with S* = -S. 
If S = S* is an invertible structural transformation we can form the S- 
is0 tope 
J’s’. 
PCS’ (x) = P(x) s (when P(Sx) = SP(x) S). (0.9) 
This is again a Jordan triple system. Isotopy is an equivalence relation, 
J”’ = J, {J’S’}(T) = J’=’ (when P(‘)(Tx) = P”‘(x) T, i.e., T* = STS-‘), 
J= (J’s’}‘s-‘). A J or d an triple J contains invertible elements u iff it is a 
triple isotope J = 3”’ of a unital Jordan algebra I= JCs-“, I= u -’ 
(S = P(v), S’ = P(U)). An element u is invertible if the operator P(u) is 
invertible (it suffices if P(u) is surjective: P(u) J = J implies P(U)-’ = P(U), 
where P(u) u = u, since P(u) P(v) P(u) = P(U) by (0.1) shows P(u) P(U) = I 
on P(U) J = J, so I = P(u) P(u) = P(u) P(P(u) P(u) u) = P(u) P(u) PIP 
(by (0.1)) = P(u) P(U) too). 
An inner ideal is a subspace B c J with P(B) JC B, an outer ideal K has 
P(J) K + L(J, J) K c K, and an ideal I Q J is both inner and outer. A space 
is an outer ideal as soon as it is invariant under P(J) and B(J, J) (since by 
(0.2), L(a, b) = Z + P(a) P(b) - B(a, b)), and an outer ideal K is an ideal as 
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soon as P(k,)Jc K for some spanning set {ki} for K. A triple is simpfe if it 
is not trivial (P(J) Jf 0) and has no proper ideals; it is structurally simple if 
it is not trivial and has no proper ideals invariant under all structural 
transformations. 
We now recall the basic examples of Jordan triple systems. If A is an 
associative algebra with involutory map * (x** =x) which is a Jordan 
automorphism ((xyx)* = x*y*x*, e.g., an automorphism or anti- 
automorphism), then we obtain a triple J(A, *) via P(x) y = xy*x. In 
particular, for A = M,,(D) with x* = Z’ (d+ d an involution of the coor- 
dinate algebra 0) we obtain 
MJD, - 1: P(x) y = xyx. (0.10) 
This same formula works for rectangular as well as square matrices, yielding 
triples without invertible elements 
M,&‘> -1: P(x) y = xfx. (0.11) 
The alternating matrices Alt(A, *) = {x E A ]x = a - a* for some a} form a 
triple subsystem of J(A, *); in particular, for D = L! commutative with trivial 
involution we get the usual alternating matrices (skew with diagonal entries 
zero) 
A,(Q): P(x) y = xy’x = -xyx (0.12) 
(for odd p these triples contain no invertible elements). The symmetric 
elements H(A, *) also form a triple subsystem, as does any ample subspace J 
(1 E J c H and aJa * c J for all a E A); in particular, the hermitian matrices 
with diagonal entries in an ample subspace D, c H(D, -) yield a triple 
H,(D, D,): P(x) y = xyx = xyx. (0.13) 
For p = 3 we can allow the coordinate algebra D to be alternative instead of 
associative: the space H,(C, @) of hermitian 3 x 3 matrices with entries in a 
Cayley algebra C and diagonal entries in @ becomes a Jordan algebra of an 
admissible cubic form N under 
H,(C, @I: P(x)y=T(x,y)x-xfxy (0.14) 
where for x = 2 aiei + C ai[jk] (ei = Eii, a[#] = aE,, + S?Z,,) we 
have T(x, y) = C aiBi + C n(ai, bi) (for y = C P,ei + C b,[jk]) x# = 
C iajak - 441 ei + C Najak) - aiai} [jk] (summed over cyclic permuta- 
tions (ijk) of (123)), N(x) = a,a2a3 - Cain(ai) + t(a,a,a,) (n(a) = ad the 
norm and t(a) = a + d the trace of the composition algebra C). 
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For any alternative algebra C with involution, the space M,,*(C) of 1 X 2 
matrices over C becomes a Jordan triple without invertible elements under 
M,,*(C): P(x) y = x( y’x). (0.15) 
If Q is a quadratic form on a space J, and * an involutive isometry of J, 
we obtain a Jordan triple by 
J(Q, *): P(x)Y = Q<x>Y*>x - Q(x)Y*. (0.16) 
This contains invertible elements as soon as Q takes on inverrtible values, 
and is unital if there is c with Q(c) = 1, y* = Q(c, y) c --y. 
1. REDUCED ELEMENTS AND SYSTEMS 
We begin by establishing a few general facts about reduced elements. An 
element z E J has rank 0 (is trivial, or an absolute zero divisor) if 
P(z) J = 0; J is nondegenerate (or strongly semiprime) if it has no nonzero 
elements of rank 0. An element c E J has rank 1 if P(c) J= @c. More 
generally, we say c is reduced if 
P(c) J c @c (1.1) 
(hence P(c) J = Q0 c for some ideal Qr, 4 @, therefore over a field this just 
means c has rank 0 or 1). If c # 0 is regular (c E P(c) J) and reduced, then it 
has rank 1. For example, an idempotent e in a Jordan algebra is reduced 
precisely when it is reduced (or absolutely primitive) in the usual sense, 
J,(e) = U(e) J= @e. In the matrix triple M,,,(G), all the matrix units E, are 
reduced (indeed, of rank 1); an element AE, is reduced, but has rank 1 only 
if AZ@ =A@. (It is easy to see that this happens iff @ = @,u Q2, 
L = A, q 0, where ;1, is invertible in @,.) We will see that it is important to 
allow reduced nilpotents like E, (i #j) instead of working only with 
absolutely primitive idempotents like Eir. For a Jordan algebra over a field 
every reduced element c is either nilpotent or a multiple of an idempotent (if 
P(c) 1 = ac then c is nilpotent if a = 0, and c = ae for an idempotent 
e=a -‘c otherwise), but this is no longer true for triple systems over non- 
algebraically-closed fields (if P(c) c = ac then c = IZe for a tripotent 
P(e) e = e only if L = \/1;), or for triples or algebras over general rings of 
scalars. Thus it is important to work with general reduced elements as in 
(1.1). 
We denote the set of reduced elements by p(J), and the trivial elements by 
~o(Jl: 
p(J) = (c E JIP(c) JC @c}, p,(J) = {z E JIP(z) J= 0). (1.2) 
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It is well known that p,(J) is invariant under the weakly structural transfor- 
mations and is isotopy-invariant. Moreover, p,(J) spans an important ideal 
(the first step in the recursive construction of the strongly semiprime 
radical). An analogous result holds for the reduced elements. 
1.3. THEOREM. The set of reduced elements is invariant under the 
weakly structural transformations, 
S weakly structural, c E p(J) + S(c) E p(J). (1.4) 
In particular, 
c E P(J) =r P(x) c, B,(x, Y) c, k E p(J) (x,yEJ,AE @). (1.5) 
Reduction is independent of isotopy, 
P(J’s’) = P(J) for all isotopes J”‘. (1.6) 
The span R(J) of all reduced elements is an ideal of J which is invariant 
under all weakly structural transformations. 
Proof For (1.6), by (0.9) c is reduced in J”’ iff @c 1 PCs’(c) J = 
P(c) SJ = P(c) J, i.e., iff c is reduced in J. Structural invariance (1.4) follows 
from P(Sc) J = SP(c) S*J c SP(c) J c S( @c) = @S(c) if c is as in (1.1) and 
S as in (0.8). Hence the span R(J) of all reduced elements is structurally 
invariant. Now any subset o(J) invariant under all P(x) and B(x, y) spans an 
outer ideal C(J), which is an ideal if a(J) is invariant under all inner 
multiplications (P(c) x E a(J) for x E J, c E o(J)); here for the reduced 
elements a(J) = p(J) we have inner invariance P(c) x c @c cp(J), so 
C(J) = R(J) is an ideal. 1 
1.7. COROLLARY. If J is structurally simple then either J has no reduced 
elements (R(J) = p(J) = 0), or J is spanned by reduced elements 
(R(J) = J). m 
If J = J(A, 1) = A + for an associative or alternative algebra A, we know 
p(A +)=p(A)= {clcAcc @c} spans a Jordan ideal R(A) ofA. In fact, R(A) 
is an associative or alternative ideal: It is invariant under all left and right 
multiplications L(x), R(x) since these are structural by the U-identities- 
U(xy) = L(x) U(y) R(x) = R(y) U(x) L(y) in alternative algebras. 
1.8. THEOREM. If A is an associative or alternative algebra, the reduced 
elements p(A) span an ideal R(A) Q A; tf A is simple then either A has no 
reduced elements or is spanned by them. 1 
This very natural associative ideal seems not to have been explicitly 
investigated. 
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Now we look at examples of reduced elements in our standard triples, or 
direct sums thereof. 
1.9. EXAMPLE. (i) If J-t j is an epimorphism and c E J is reduced, then 
so is its image F in .7. 
(ii) An invertible element c E J is reduced iff J= @c; if @ acts 
faithfully on J, this happens iff J z @(*) (under P(a) /I = Ja’/?). 
(iii) If @ act torsion-freely on each Ji, the reduced elements in a direct 
sum or product J = q Ji or J = nJ, are precisely the reduced elements of 
the factors, together with the products of trivial elements 
PC4 = U PtJi) u PO(O 
t !  
PO(J) = q P0Vi) or n POtJil 
(iv) An element in J(Q, *) of dimension 22 over a field @ is reduced 
iff it is not invertible, 
NK4 *>> = {xlQ<x> = 01 (dim J 2 2). 
(v) In M,(L), -) or MP,@, -) an element dE, is reduced iff d is 
reduced in D, in particular the matrix units E, are reduced iff D = @. 
(vi) In A,@) an element wFij (Fij = E, - Eji) is reduced iff w is 
reduced in fi, in particular the F, are reduced iff R = @. 
(vii) In M,,2(C), the elements c[ll], c[12] are reduced in J iff c is 
reduced in C. 
(viii) In H,(D, DO) the ei = E,i and gij(U) = e, + a[ij] + n(a) ej = 
Eli + aE, + 6Eji + QaEjj (a E D) are reduced iff DO = @. For the excep- 
tional case H,(C, @) over a field @, p(H,(C, @)) = {x(x# = O}. 
(ix) In J= J(A, *) an element is reduced in J iff it is reduced in A. 
Proof: (i) That F inherits reduction from c follows immediately from 
definition (1.1). For (ii), c invertible means P(c) J = J, so c is also reduced iff 
J= @c; here @(‘) + @c is an epimorphism for P(c) c = AC, which is an 
isomorphism if @ acts faithfully. 
(iii) Clearly z = nzi is trivial iff each zi is, since by directness of the 
product the action is componentwise, so always p,(J) = npo(Ji). For the 
same reason, always p(Ji) c p(J). Conversely, suppose z = n zi is reduced in 
J but not trivial, so some zi is nontrivial (P(zi) Wi # 0). We claim all other zj 
must vanish if @ acts torsion-freely on Jj : AZ = P(z) wi = P(z,) wi E Ji forces 
J,zj = 0 for all j f i, yet L # 0, so by the assumed torsion-freeness zj = 0 for 
all j f i. 
(iv) If Q(x) = 0 then (0.16) shows P(x)J= Q(x, J*) x c @x and x is 
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reduced. If Q(x) is invertible then x is invertible (P(x) x* = Q(x) x for inver- 
tible Q(x) E @ shows x E P(x) J, hence (0.16) shows P(x) J 2 Q(x) J* = J 
and P(x) is surjective and x invertible), so if J has dimension >2 over a field 
we see Q(x) # 0 + x invertible + x not reduced by (ii). 
(v), (vi), (vii) are clear from P(&,) J = dDdEij, P(UFij) J = wQwF, 
by (O.lO), (O.ll), (0.12), (0.15). 
(viii) This is clear for c = ei by (0.13), (0.14) since P(e,) J = D, e,. 
For c = gij(a), note P(c) kills all ek and b[kf] unless k, I E {i,j}, 
P(c) d,ei = d, ei + &a( ij] + (cfd, a) ej is a multiple of c iff all d, E @, and 
when D, =_ @ we have P(c) ei =-c, P(c) ej = n(a) c, P(c)(b[ij]) = $a, b) c 
(since all dd E @ S- d + d E @ + dd = dd). Note P(c) c = (1 + ~(u))~c, so c 
is tripotent if n(a) = 0 and nilpotent if n(u) = -1. In the exceptional case 
(0.14) shows all x with x# = 0 are reduced, and over a field Faulkner 
[2, Lemmas 1.34, p. 161 has shown that x# = 0 is necessary. 
(ix) follows from (1.6), or directly from P(c) J = cJ*c = cAc. 1 
We call R(J) the reduced part of the triple system J, and say J is reduced 
if its reduced part is everything 
J reduced iff R(J) = J. (1.10) 
Reduction is often inherited by ideals K. Note that for any subsystem KC J 
we have K ~7 p(J) c p(K) since P(c)K c P(c) J. 
1.11. PROPOSITION. Let J be reduced. Then any principal inner ideal 
S(J) for weakly structural S is reduced; tfJ is regular, then any inner ideal 
B is reduced. In particular, when J is reduced every division tripotent must 
be reduced. 
Proof. If J is reduced so is S(J) since any S(x) has the form C aiS 
for S(ci) E p(J) n S(J) c &S(J)) by (1.4) if x = Caici for ci E p(J). If B is 
inner and J regular, then any b E B has b = P(b) x = C a,P(b) ci for 
P(b) ci E B rip(J) (using (1.5)) c p(B). If e is a division tripotent then P(e) J 
is a division triple, which by Example 1.9(ii) is reduced iff it equals @e, i.e., 
iff e is reduced. 1 
When our basic triples are simple, they are reduced as soon as p(J) # 0. In 
fact, we can usually see directly that they are spanned by reduced elements. 
1.12. EXAMPLE. (i) A division triple J is reduced iff J = @c. 
(ii) M,(D, -) or M,,,(D, -) for an associative algebra D with 
involution is reduced iff D is reduced; in particular, for a division algebra 
D = A this happens iff A = @. 
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(iii) A,(Q) is reduced iff R is; in particular, for a field R this happens 
iff a= @. 
(iv) M,,*(C) is reduced iff C is reduced. 
(v) H,(D, D,) for D a composition algebra over a, D, 2 R an ample 
subspace of invertible nuclear elements, is reduced iff D, = B = @. 
(vi) J(Q, *) over a field with J= J/Rad Q of dimension >2 is reduced 
iff Q is isotropic on .i, 
(vii) q Ji is reduced if each Ji is (but no nondegenerate infinite 
product nJi is reduced). 
(viii) An isotope J”’ is reduced iff J is. 
(ix) J(A, *) is reduced iff A is. 
(x) If V is a vector space over a field @ then A = End,(Y) has 
reduced part R(A) = Endp(V) the endomorphisms of finite rank, so A is 
reduced iff V is finite-dimensional. 
Proof. (i) follows from Example (1.9). For (ii)-( if the coordinate 
ring D is reduced then J is spanned by reduced matrix elements dE,; 
conversely, if J is reduced so is the coordinate ring D z DE,, = P(E,,) J by 
Proposition 1.11, and if D = A is a division ring this forces A = @ by (i). For 
(v), if J is reduced then so is the division algebra P(E,,) J = D,E i, , so again 
D, = @ (forcing $2 = @ too); conversely, H,(D, @) is reduced since by 
Example 1.9(viii) it is spanned by the reduced e, and gu(a) (note 
a[ij] = gij(a) -e, - n(a)_e). For (vi), the quadratic form Q on J induces a 
nondegenerate form Q(Z) = Q(x) on J= J/Rad Q(Rad Q = (z]Q(z) = 
Q(z, J) = 0) 131) and by Example 1.9(iv) x E p(J) o 2 E p(j), p(J) = p(j), 
R(J) = R(J); always Rad Q c p(J) c R(J), so R(J) = Jo R(j) = 1 Thus it 
suffices to consider nondegenerate Q of dimension 22. If Q is anisotropic 
then J is a division triple with R(J) = 0, otherwise J is simple with R(J) = J: 
fixing Q(Z) = 0 we have z E p(J), and for any x we have x + AZ E p(J) for 
A= -Q(x) Q(x, z)-’ if Q(x, z) # 0, otherwise y + AZ, x + y + ,uz E p(J) for 
A = -Q(y), ,D = -Q(x + y) if Q(x, z) = 0 but Q(y, z) = 1 for some y by 
nondegeneracy of Q. [In general we need not have R(J) = J: if Q = Q, @ Q, 
for Q, = 0 on Jo, Q, anisotropic on J, of dimension >2, then 
x=xo+x,~p(J)oQ(x)=Q,(x,)=O~x,=O, so P(J) = Jo and 
R(J) = J, = Rad Q]. (vii) follows from Example 1.9(iii) (in the 
nondegenerate case p,,(J) = p,(Ji) = 0), (viii) from (1.6), and (ix) from 
Example 1.9(ix). For (x), an endomorphism is a sum of rank 1 
endomorphisms iff it has finite rank. 1 
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2. THE FAULKNER FORM 
In order to construct a bilinear form on the reduced part of J we need to 
be able to recover scalars a from their products ac, so we assume that @ acts 
torsion-freely on p(J). This forces @ to be a domain if p(J) # 0, and we are 
not far removed from a vector space over a field. 
We begin with the symmetry of connection coefficients of connected (but 
not necessarily reduced) elements. In J(A, *), if cd*c = ac, dc*d = pd then 
acd* = (ac) d* = cd*cd* = c(pd)* =/3cd*, so if cd* # 0 we have a =/?, 
while if cd* = 0 then ac = 0 = /?d and again a = 0 = p. This holds in any 
Jordan triple. 
2.1. SYMMETRY LEMMA. Zf P(c) d = ac, P(d) c =/?d, where @ acts 
faithfully on @c and @d, then a = p. 
Proof a 3c = a’P(c) d = P(ac) d = P(P(c) d) c = P(c) P(d) P(c) d (by 
(0.1)) = apac, so a’(a -/3) c = 0; by torsion-freeness on c we have 
a’(a -p) = 0 in the integral domain @, so a = 0 or a =/I; dually /J = 0 or 
/3=a, so either a=/?or a=O=p, and in all cases a=/L 1 
This result was used for linear Jordan algebras by Hirzebruch and by 
Jacobson (cf. [5]), and was obtained for general triple systems by Faulkner 
111. 
Next we summarize the basic properties of these connection coefficients of 
reduced elements. 
2.2. LEMMA. CD acts torsion-freely on the reduced elements p(J) iffit acts 
torsion-freely on all of R(J). In this case 
P(c) x =fc(x) c (c E ~0, x E J) (2.3) 
defines a linear functional on J for each reduced element c. We have f, = 0 
IT the element c is trivial (c E p,,(J)). We obtain a symmetric function f on 
the set p(J) by 
f (c, 4 =.6.(d) =fd(c) (2.4) 
on which the structural and Lie structural transformations of J or R(J) act 
adjointly, 
f (s(c), d) = f (c, S*(d)) (if P(Sc) = SP(c) S* on p(J), and dually) (2.5) 
&(S(C)) =f,(S*(d)) (ifP(Sc, c) = M(c) + P(c) S* on p(J) U S*P(J) 
and dually with S, S* interchanged); (2.5 ‘) 
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in particular, for all x, y in J 
./v(x) c> 4 =fk P(x) 4, S(B,(x,Y) c, 4 =./Xc, B,(Y, x) 4, P-6) 
f(k 4 = Af(c, 4 forallAE @ 
fd(UX~Y) c> =.w(Y, xl 4 (2.6’) 
f(rp(ch W)) =.m 4 (q an automorphism ofJ or R(J)) (2.7) 
L@(c)) +.Mw) = 0 (8 a derivation of R(J) into J). (2.7’) 
Moreover, for x in J and c in p(J) 
fW) CY c> =“cw. (2.8) 
Proof. If @ acts torsion-freely on R = R(J) it certainly acts torsion-freely 
on p(J) c R(J). C onversely, assume CD acts torsion-freely on p(J), in 
particular on p,(J), but that (xx = 0 for a # 0 in @ and x in R; we will show 
that x = 0. Now a2P(x) J = P(ax) J = 0 implies P(x) J rip(J) = 0 by torsion- 
freeness on p(J); by (1.5), P(x) p(J) c p(J), so P(x) p(J) = 0 and hence 
P(x) R(J) = 0; but then P(P(x) J) J c P(x) P(J) P(x) J c P(x) R = 0 by 
x E R a J shows P(x) J cp,,(J), so P(x) J= 0; thus x fZ p,,(J), and torsion- 
freeness of @ on p,(J) forces x = 0. 
By torsion-freeness the scalarfC(x) in (2.3) is well-defined, and is linear in 
x since P(c) x is. Furthermore, f, = 0 iff P(c) = 0. By Lemma 2.1 we have 
symmetry f,(d) =fd(c) for reduced c, d, so we denote their common value by 
f(c, d) as in (2.4). Note by (1.4) that any structural S on J leaves R(J) 
invariant, therefore restricts to a structural S on R(J) satisfying the 
hypothesis of (2.5) by (0.8). For (2.5), by (2.3) and the hypothesis we have 
f(Sc, d) SC = P(Sc) d = SP(c) S*d = Sf(c, S*d) c =f(c, S*d) SC; this yields 
(2.5) by torsion-freeness if SC # 0, dually if S*d # 0 (here is where we need 
strong structurality), while (2.5) is trivial if SC = S*d = 0. Then (2.6) 
follows since all these S are structural on J. Equation (2.7) is a special case 
of (2.5) with S* = S-l (it also follows immediately from the definitions). 
Equation (2.8) is trivial if f, = 0, so assume some f,(y) = A # 0; then 
P(c) y = kc, so Q-(P(x) c, c) = Af,(P(x) c) c (by (2.4)) = U(c) P(x) c = 
P(c) P(x) P(c) y = W’(c) x) y (by (0.1)) =f,(~)~P(c)y = Afc(x>*, and by 
torsion-freeness on c we can cancel 1 to get (2.8). 
The relations for the Lie structural transformations are much trickier. A 
Lie structural transformation of J or R(J) satisfies the hypothesis of (2.5’) 
by (0.8’), though it need not leave R(J) invariant, and we must usef,(Sd) 
instead off(c, Sd). As usual (2.7’) is the special case S* = -S of (2.5’), and 
(2.6’) is also a special case of (2.5’). For (2.5’), the hypothesis implies 
P(Sc, c) x =f(x) SC +f,(S*x) c for x E B, = @d + @S*d (H) 
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and dually. By linearized (0.4) we have 0 = (c, P(S*d, d) c, SC} - 
(P(c)S*d, d, SC}- {P(c)d, S*d, SC} =f,((S*d, c, d})Sc+f,(S*{S*d, c, d})c 
- f,(S*d){c, d, SC} -f,(d)+, S*d, SC} (by (H), since {S*d, c, d} E B, 
by (H*)> = X,(S*d) f,(d) SC +.W*M,(c) S*d +fd(sc) 4) c - A@*4 
[f,(d) SC +f,(S*d) c] -f,(d)[f,(S*d) SC +f,(S*‘d) c] (by linearized (2.8), 
(H*), (H)) =f,(S*d)[&(Sc) -f,(S*d)] c (by (2.4)), so by torsion- 
freeness on c (2.5’) holds unless f,(S*d) = 0; interchanging c, d and 
S, S* shows (2.5’) holds unless &(Sc) = 0. But if f,(S*d) = 0 =&(Sc) 
then (2.5’) holds trivially. (An alternate proof calculates from 
[L(Sc, d) P(c) + P(c) L(d, SC) - P({Sc, d, c}, c)] S*d = 0 by (0.3).) Note if 
f(c, d) # 0 a quicker proof is available: linearizing x-+d,S*d in (2.8) gives 
V@)S,(S*d) = f,(ls*d> c, 4) =f,(c)f,(s*d) +fL@M@) (by (H*)h so 
f(C, d)[f,.S*d) -fd(sC)l = 0 by (2.4).) 1 
We can say more about connection coefftcients of reduced idempotents in 
Jordan algebras. 
2.9. PROPOSITION (U. Hirzebruch). If c, d are reduced idempotents in a 
Jordan algebra J, then when J has no nilpotent elements 
(i) f(c,d)=Oocld (ocod=O when fE @), 
(ii) f(c, d) = 1 u c = d, 
and when J is formally real (x2 + y2 = 0 3 x = y = 0) over @ = R, 
(iii) 0 <f(c, d) < 1. 
Proof: In case (i), (c 0 d)’ = U(c) d2 + U(d) c2 + c 0 U(d) c (by (0.6)) = 
U(c) d + U(d) c + c o U(d) c = 0 (by f(c, d) = 0), forcing c 0 d = 0, which 
together with U(c) d = U(d) c = 0 gives orthogonality cld. In case (ii), 
(c - d)3 = U(c - d)(c - d) = {U(c) + U(d) - U(c, d)}(c - d) = (c” - c) + 
(d-d3)-c20d+cod2 (by (0.5) andf(c,d)= l)=O forces c-d=O. In 
case (iii) we need to show L and 1 -A are 20 for A =f(c, d). By formal 
reality, x2 = ay2 forces a > 0 or x = y = 0 (if a < 0 then --a =B2 for 
O#PER, and ~*+(py)~=O~x=y=O). Here by (0.6), (cod)‘= 
U(c) d* + U(d) c2 + c 0 U(d) c = A(c + d + c 0 d) = A(c + d)2 shows A > 0 
(or else c + d = 0, whence c and -c = d idempotents force c = 0, in which 
case ll=O anyway), and (cfd-cod)*=c2+cod+d2+(cod)* - 
c 0 (c 0 d) - d 0 (d 0 c) = (1 + A)(c + d + c 0 d) - (2U(c) d + c2 0 d + 
2U(d) c + d2 o c) (by (0.7)) = (1 + 1- 2L)(c + d) + (I + A - 2)(c 0 d) = 
(1 -A)(c+d-cod)=(l -A)(c-d)’ shows l-L>0 (or else c-d=O, 
whence c = d forces A = 1, and 1 - L = 0 anyway). i 
The implications 3 in (i) and (ii) fail in the presence of suitable nilpotent 
elements: if e,, e, are orthogonal idempotents and z E J,,,(e,) n J,,,(e,) has 
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z* = 0, then c = e,, d = e, + z are not orthogonal but have f(c, d) = 0, and 
c = e,, d = e, + z are unequal but havef(c, d) = 1. 
We can now use the values f(c, d) on p(J) to construct a bilinear form 
f(x, Y) on R(J). 
2.10. FAULKNER'S THEOREM. If @ acts torsion-freely on p(J) then R(J) 
carries a symmetric bilinear form f characterized by 
(i) P(c) x =f(c, x) c (c E P(J), x E R (J>>. 
This form is automorphism and derivation invariant, 
6) fh VY) =fh Y> (cp an automorphism of J or R(J)), 
(iii) f(ox,y)+f(x,&)=O (6 a derivation of R(J)). 
More generally, all structural or Lie structural transformations on R(J) act 
adjointly, 
(iv> f (Sx,y) =f (x, S*Y>, 
and in particular for all x, y in R(J) and a, b in J 
(v) f (P(a) x7 y) =f (x, P(a) y), 
(vi) f @,(a, b) x, Y) =f (x, R,(b, a) y), 
(vii) f (L(a, b) x, Y> =f (x, L(b, a) y). 
Moreover 
(viii) f (P(x) c, c) = f (x, c)’ if c E p(J), 
(ix> f(P(x)y,y)=f(x,P(y)x). 
Rad f is a structurally invariant outer ideal of J contained in R(J), so if J or 
R(J) is structurally outer-simple (e.g., structurally simple and f E @) then 
either f is nondegenerate- (Rad f = 0) or f = 0 (Rad f = R(J)). 
Proof. We claim that the symmetric function f (c, d) defined in (2.4) on 
p(J) extends uniquely to a symmetric bilinear form on R = R(J). Since p(J) 
spans R by definition, it is clear that such an extension is symmetric and 
unique if it exists, the only question is whether it can be well-defined. We 
must define a linear map x --t f, of R --) Hom(R, @) (then f (x, y) =f,( y) is 
bilinear) coinciding with the given f, for c E p(J). Thus for x = C CliCi we 
must take f, = C czifci. It suffices to show that if 2 czici = 0 then Caifc, = 0 
as a linear function on R (not on J), and for this it sufftces if it kills all d in 
the spanning set p(J) for R. But {C aif,,} = c aifd(Ci) (by symmetry in 
(2.4)) =fd(C aici) = fd(0) = 0 as desired. 
Here (i) is automatic: f,(x) =f (c, x) by definition. Once f is bilinear, it 
suffices to check (ii)--(vii) for x,y in the spanning set p(J). Case (ii) follows 
from (2.7), (iii) from (2.7’) (where we need 6 to map R(J) into itself to have 
f (6x, y) defined), (iv) from (2.5) and (2.5’) (note that any structural S on J 
induces one on R(J), but in general a Lie structural S on J does not leave 
4x, 97’2.If! 
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R(J) invariant), (v)-(vii) are special cases (note the Lie structural 
S = L(a, b) does leave the ideal R(J) invariant so (iv) applies, or else note 
that L(a, b) = Z + P(a) P(b) - B(a, b) to derive (vii) from (v)-(vi)), and (viii) 
follows from (2.8). For (ix) we must prove f(P(x) c, c) =f(x, P(c) x) and 
f(P(x) c, d) +f(P(x) d, c) = f(x, P(c, d) x) for all spanning c, d in p(J); the 
first follows from (viii) and (i), the second fromf(P(x) c, d) +f(P(x) d, c) = 
W’(x) c, d) (by (v)) = f&(x, c)x, d) = f(x, L(c, x) d) (by (vii)) = 
f@, J’(c, 4 x>. 
Rad f is a structurally invariant outer ideal in J since iff(z, R) = 0 then 
f(Sz, R) =f(z, S*R) cf(z, R) = 0 for any structural S on J or Lie struc- 
tural S on R(J) by (iv). 1 
Faulkner [ 1 ] obtained this result over fields in the general setting of linear 
triple systems (or pair algebras) satisfying the 5-linear identity of Jordan or 
Lie triple systems. He obtained derivation-invariance (iii) for general triples 
only for characteristic 0, for Lie triples only in characteristic #2, while for 
Lie algebras he obtained inner-derivation-invariance for arbitrary fields. By 
using quadratic Jordan triples we are able to include characteristic 2. 
Now we check what the Faulkner form amounts to in the standard 
reduced systems; in the reduced cases it is just the generic trace of Loos [4], 
i.e., the generic trace of the Jordan pair V= (J, .Z). We will see that in 
characteristic 2 Rad f need not be an ideal and f need not be nondegenerate 
even if J is simple. 
2.11. EXAMPLE. If .Z(Q, *) as in (0.16) has dimension >2 over a field @, 
we know by Example 1.9(iv) that p(J) = (x] Q(x) = 0); the Faulkner form 
coincides with the generic trace 
f(x,y) = Q&Y*) 
since when Q(x) = 0 we have P(x)v = Q(x, u*) x by (0.16). By Example 
l.l2(vi), J is reduced iff Q is isotropic, in which case Radf = Rad Q(., .) is 
the bilinear radical of Q. In characteristic 2 we can have Q nondegenerate, 
Rad Q = 0, but Q(., .) degenerate; if @ is algebraically closed we have 
dim Rad Q(., e) Q 1 in this case, but the example Q(a,, 1 + 2 aiXi + 
C PiVi> = ai + C aiPi s h ows on an odd-dimensional space we can have Rad 
Q = 0, Rad Q(., .) = Radf = @l a proper outer ideal in the simple Jordan 
algebra J= R(J) of a traceless quadratic form [3]. 
2.12. EXAMPLE. The triple MP,4(@) of rectangular matrices under 
P(x)v = xy’x as in (0.11) is spanned by pq rank 1 elements E,. If @ is a 
domain the Faulkner form is the generic trace 
f (x, y) = tr(xv’) = 1 xijyij 
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since for y’ = C yijEji we have E,y’E, = y,E, and yij = tr(Eijyf). This 
form is always nondegenerate. 
2.13. EXAMPLE. M,(@, *) under P(x)y = xy*x for some involutory 
Jordan automorphism * is spanned by p2 rank 1 elements E,. If @ is a 
domain the Faulkner form is the generic trace 
f(x,y) = tr(xy*>. 
2.14. EXAMPLE. H,(Q) under P(x) y = xy*x = xyx is spanned by 
-$(p + 1) rank 1 elements Eii and G, = Eii + E, + Eji + Ejj. The Faulkner 
form when @ is a domain is the generic trace 
f(x,y) = tr(xv’) = tr(xy) = r xijyji = x xiiyii + 2 x xijyji 
i id 
since for the basic elements Eii we have f(Eii, y) Eii = EiiyEii = yiiEii and 
yii = tr(Eii y), and for G, we have f(G,, Y) G, = G,yG, = cvii + Yij + 
yji + vjj) G, = tr(G, y) G,. Here f is nondegenerate in characteristic 22, but 
in characteristic 2 Rad f is the proper outer ideal of symmetric matrices with 
diagonal entries xii = 0 (i.e., precisely the alternating matrices). 
2.15. EXAMPLE. H,,(D, @) under P(x)u = xyx as in (0.13), (0.14) is 
spanned by the rank 1 elements ei, gij(a) (a E D, i (j) of Example 1.9(viii). 
If @ is a domain acting torsion-freely on D, the Faulkner form is 




x = x aiei + v a,[ij],y = xp,e, + x b,[ij] as in (0.14) 
K.. i<j ) 
since for the basic ei, gu(a) we have P(ei) y = Piei, P(gu(U)) y = 
{pi + n(u)Pj + n(a, b,)} gij(U). This is nondegenerate if n(u, b) = t(&) is 
nondegenerate on the composition algebra D (if D is classical, so its norm n 
is nondegenerate as quadratic form, n(u, b) is nondegenerate in all cases 
except D = CD of (2.14)). We remark that f(x, y) # tr(xv) for quaternion or 
octonion D, since the latter trace lies in D rather than CD: tr(gij(u) b[ij]) = 
ub + & = n(u, b) - [a, b]; if f E @ we have f(x, y) = ft(tr(xv)) for the trace 
t(u) = a + d in D. 
2.16. EXAMPLE. The triple AD(@) of alternating matrices (Xii = 0, 
xii = -xji) under P(x) y = xy’x = -xyx as in (0.12) is spanned by ‘$(p - 1) 
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rank 1 elements F, = E, - Eji. If @ is a domain the Faulkner form is the 
generic trace 
f(x, y) = pf(x, y) = L‘ xij yij = - K- xi,jyji 
Z.. Zj 
since for y = Cicj yijFij we have f (Fij, y) F, = -F, yFij =y,F,i. Here 
A,(@) = alt(M,(@)) where alt(x) = x -x’, and if x = alt(x,), y = alt( y,)(we 
could take x,,y, upper triangular) we have pf(x, y) = pf(alt(x,), 
alt( yO)) = tr(alt(x,) yh) = - tr(x, alt( yO)). Here f is always nondegenerate. 
2.17. EXAMPLE. M,,,(C) of (0.15) f or a split Cayley algebra C over @ 
is reduced, spanned by 16 reduced elements ci[ Ill, Ci[ 121, where Ci range 
over the 8 basic Cayley matrix units e,, , e,,, ei:‘, ei:) (k = 1, 2, 3). If @ is an 
integral domain then Faulkner form is the nondegenerate trace form 
f(x, u) = Wxf)>. 
Indeed, a Cayley algebra C is reduced if (and, over a field, only if) it is split, 
having basis of Cayley matrix units eii, e$’ (i,j = 1, 2; k = 1, 2, 3) with e,, 
reduced orthogonal idempotents and e$’ reduced nilpotents. For split C the 
basic cE,, in M,,,(C) have P(cE,,)dE,, = ME,,, where E is 1 if p=q, 
c=e,,,d=ejj,e is -1 ifp=q, c=eiT’, d=j:‘, and s=O otherwise (since - w (k) (k) eiiejjeii = eii,-eij eji ei, -= -e$‘, and all other c& = 0). In all these cases 
E = t(tr(cE,,dE,,)) = t(cd) since (e, i, e, i) and the (e(,:), -e::)) (k = 1, 2, 3) 
are orthogonal hyperbolic pairs in C under n(a, b) = t(ab). 
2.18. EXAMPLE. If @ = R and J = B*(V) is the Jordan algebra of 
bounded hermitian operators x = x* on a Hilbert space V, then p(J) consists 
of all multiples ae of rank 1 orthogonal projections e, R(J) is the ideal of all 
finite rank operators, and the Faulkner form f(x, y) is the usual trace of xy 
on x(V) or yx on y(v). Similarly if J = B(V, W) is the Jordan triple of 
bounded operators from V to another Hilbert space W under P(x) y = xy*x, 
or if J = End,(V) is the Jordan algebra of endomorphisms of a vector space 
V over an arbitrary field @ (as in 1.12(x)). 
We can also show abstractly that f must coincide with the generic trace 
for separable reduced J. Separability means J remains semisimple under all 
scalar field extensions, so it is helpful to note thatf is invariant under scalar 
extension. 
2.19. PROPOSITION. If J is reduced, so is any scalar extension Jn, and 
the Faulkner form f,, of Jn is just the natural extension (f,>* off,. If J is 
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separable, reduced, and finite-dimensionat over a field @, then the Faulkner 
form f coincides with the generic trace 5. 
Proof. Always p(J) c&J,), so if p(J) spans J over Q, it also spans J, 
over R, and J, is reduced too; then P(c) d =f,(c, d) holds in J and Jo for 
c E p(J), sofJn coincides with f, on the spanning set p(J), hence everywhere: 
fJ,,= ur>,* 
Thus for reduced J, both f and the generic trace r are invariant under 
scalar extensions, so f will coincide with r on J iff they coincide on Jo for 
the algebraic closure R of @. If J is separable then J, remains semisimple, 
so it suffices to assume J = J, over an algebraically closed field @ = R. In 
this case, the result follows from the classification of Loos [4, p. 1971: 
J = J, q .eS q J,, for simple ideals Ji of the types we have considered in 
Examples 2.11-2.17, where we noted & = ri on each factor, hence f = t 
globally. 
The result also follows for reduced separable J over any field @: both f 
and r have the properties 
(i) o(c, d) = 1 if (c, d) is a reduced idempotent pair (i.e., c, d have 
rank 1 with P(c) d = c, P(d) c = d), 
(ii) u(c, d) = 0 if (c, d) is a reduced nilpotent pair (i.e., c, d have rank 
1 with P(c) d = P(d) c = 0), 
so when J is reduced over a field J x J is spanned by such pairs (c, d) (if 
a = 0 in (2.1) then (c, d) is nilpotent, if a # 0 then (c, a-‘d) is idempotent), 
and therefore J admits at most one such form u. (It is obvious from (2.2) 
that f satisfies (i), (ii). To see that r does, we pass to the algebraic closure. 
Here if (c, d) = e, is a reduced idempotent it can be imbedded in a frame 
e, ,..., e,, so by [4, (2) p. 1891, r(c, d) = ET=1 Az(c)IZ;(d) = AZ(c) L;(d) = 1; 
if (c, d) is trivial we can imbed c in a reduced idempotent e, = (c, d’), so 
z(c, d) = CA;(c) L,(d) = 0 since l;(d) d’ = P(d’) P(c) d = 0 and A;(c) = 
nz(e:) = 0 by orthogonality if i # 1). 1 
An extension J, may easily create new reduced elements (e.g., for J(Q, *) 
an extension may create an isotropic Q, out of an anisotropic Q), so f may 
be undefined on J (R(J) = 0) but defined on J, . Thus it is important to start 
from a reduced J in Proposition 2.19. 
When R(J) contains a simple part @ is forced to be a field, and when J is 
simple and nondegenerately reduced it is forced to be central. 
2.20. PROPOSITION. (i) If @ acts torsion-freely on p(J), and R(J) 
contains a minimal ideal I having a nontrivial reduced element (e.g., if 
P@(J)) I # 0, as when Z is not spanned by trivial elements of R), then @ 
must be a Jield. 
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(ii) Zf J is simple and p(J) > p,(J), then J is central: r(J) = Cpl is a 
field. 
(iii) ZfJ=m Ji is a direct sum of simple ideals Ji with p(Ji) > po(Ji), 
then r(J) = n ~Ei is a direct product offields @Ei, Ei the projection on Ji. 
ProoJ (i) We know @ is a domain acting torsion-freely on R (by 
Lemma 2.2). Any minimal ideal Z in R is unchanged by scalars, 
af0in @*aZ=Z (Z 4 R minimal) (2.21) 
because al Q R, aZ# 0 (by torsion-freeness), aZcZ force aZ =Z by 
minimality of I. 
Now if a reduced c lies in K<I L then P(c)L # O* P(c)K# 0 
since 0 # yc E P(c) L * 0 # y% E y’P(c) L = P(yc) L C P(P(c) L) L = 
P(c) P(L) P(c) L (by (0.1)) c P(c) K (by c e K 4 L). Thus if c E Z is reduced 
but not trivial then P(c) J# 0 3 P(c) R # 0 5 P(c) Z # 0. But once some 
yc E P(c) Z is nonzero we have for any a # 0 in CD that 
yc E P(c) Z = P(c)(yaZ) (by (2.21)) = yap(c) Z c ya@c, so yc = ya/Ic for 
nonzero y, c forces 1 = a/? and all a # 0 are invertible in @ and @ is a field. 
If P@(J)) Z # 0 then some P(c) x = yc # 0 in p(J) fIZ, where yc is not 
trivial since P(yc) x = y3c # 0 by torsion-freeness. This happens whenever I 
is not spanned by trivial elements, for if P@(J))Z= 0 then all P(x) c, 
P(a) P(x) c are trivial in R for c E p(J), x E I, a E R (using (0.1) and 
P(c) P(x) R c P(c) Z= 0), and these elements span Z by minimality: 
T= P(Z) R + P(R) P(Z) R is always an ideal of R contained in Z, and when 
P(Z) R # 0 we have r’# 0 and therefore I”= Z by minimality. 
(ii) If J is simple with p(J) > p,,(J) then R(J) = J is itself a minimal 
ideal having nontrivial reduced elements, and 01 is contained in the centroid 
r(J) c End,(J), which is a field and therefore acts torsion-freely on all of J, 
so by (i) we know that @l is a field. For reduced nontrivial c we have 
(PC I P(c) J # 0 =z- @c = P(c) J + c = P(c) a. For any y E T(J) we have 
y(c) = y(P(c) a) = P(c) y(a) E P(c) J = @c, so y(c) = ac for a E @, therefore 
y’ = y-al in the field T(J) has y’(c)=O, and hence y’=O, y=al, and 
r(J) = ‘Dl. 
(iii) If J=a Ji we always have T(J) 2 nr(Ji), and when each Ji is 
idempotent it is invariant under T(J) (y(Ji) = y(P(Ji) Ji) = P(Ji) y(Ji) c 
P(J,) JC Ji), SO Z-(J) c nr(Ji). Hence r(Ji) = ~Ei by (ii). I 
3. NONDEGENERACY 
We have seen that in characteristic 2 situations Radf can be a proper 
outer-but-not-inner ideal (and f a degenerate bilinear form) even when J is 
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simple over a field. However, whenever Radf is inner in J we will see that 
nondegeneracy of J as triple system forces nondegeneracy off as bilinear 
form, and nondegeneracy of J always forces “quadratic nondegeneracy” ofJ: 
Even though Radf is in general merely an outer ideal, there is a slight 
tightening of the radical which gives an ideal. This is a special case of a 
general method of creating ideals out of outer ideals. 
3.1. LEMMA. The maximal ideal contained in a given outer ideal K of J 
is its inner hull 
K’={zEKIP(z)JcK}. 
In particular, K = KQ tfl K is an ideal of J. 
(3.2) 
Proof K” is a linear subspace despite its quadratic definition since for z, 
z’EK” we have P(z,z’)JcP(K,K)J=L(K,J)KcK if K is outer; it 
remains outer in J since for the outer structural S = P(a), B(a, b) (a, b E J) 
we have P(Sz) J = SP(z) S*J (by (0.8)) c SP(z) JC SK (by z E K”) c K 
(by outerness of K), and in addition it is inner in J since P(z) JC K has 
P(P(z) J) J= P(z) P(J) P(z) JC P(z) JC K. Clearly K” as defined in (3.2) is 
the biggest ideal, even the biggest inner ideal, contained in K: if B c K is 
inner in Jthen P(B)JcBcK and BcK’. 1 
In general, annihilators of ideals relative to f are only outer ideals, so to 
obtain ideals we must take inner hulls. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose @ acts torsion-freely on p(J), so f =f, is 
defined, and let T 2 R = R(J) be a triple subsystem of J. Then whenever I is 
a T-outer ideal contained in R, its quadratic annihilator 
pr = {z E R If(z, I) = f (P(z) T, I) = 0) = (I’)“’ (3.4) 
is an ideal of T contained in R. In particular, the quadratic radical 
QR~~~=R@cR@~ =(Radf)“={zER(f(z,R)=f(P(z)J,R)=O} 
(3.5) 
is an ideal of J. We have Q Rad f = Rad f tfl the latter is an ideal of J. If 
f E @ quadratic and linear annihilators coincide, PT=p. 
Proof. If Z is T-outer so is its annihilator I1 by f (SI’,I) = 
f (I’, S*Z) cf (I’, Z) = 0 by Faulkner’s Theorem 2.10(v), (vi) for the struc- 
tural T-outer S. Then the T-inner hull (ZL)Or = (z E ILIP T c I’} = 1” is 
an ide$;f T by Lemma 3.1 (or directly from its definition (3.4)). By 3.1 we 
have Z = IL iff the latter is an ideal in T, e.g., if f E @. 1 
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To see what Radf and Q Rad f amount to in our reduced examples over a 
domain @, we have Radf= Q Radf= 0 in A!,,,(@), M,(@, *), A,(@), and 
M,,,(C(@)) of Examples 2.12, 2.13, 2.16, and 2.17. In J(Q, *) over a field @ 
as in Example 2.11 we have Radf= Rad Q(a, a) the radical of Q as bilinear 
form; if Q(., .) = 0 we have Q Radf = Radf=J of characteristic 2, while if 
Q(., .) # 0 then Q Radf= Rad Q is just the radical of the quadratic form Q. 
In H,(D, @) of Examples 2.14, 2.15 we have Rad f = H&V, 0) for 
N = Rad n(., .), and Q Rad f = H,(Z, 0) for Z = Rad n. 
Now we are ready to show how nondegeneracy of J is reflected in the 
Faulkner form J: 
3.6 THEOREM. Let J be a Jordan triple system with @ acting torsion- 
freely on p(J). Then for R = R(J) 
(i) The Fa#kner form f is quadratically nondegenerate 13 J is 
nondegenerate: R =QRadf=Oop,(J)=O. 
(ii) f is nondegenerate as bilinear form ifs J is nondegenerate and Rad 
f is an ideal in J (which happens as soon as it is an inner ideal in 
R):R’=Radf=Oop,(J)=OandRadfaJ. 
For arbitrary J over @ we have 
(iii) J is nondegenerate lflR is. 
Prooj (i) We always have p,(J) c R’ since any trivial z has 
f (P(z) J, R) =f (0, R) = 0, and f (z, R) z = P(z) R = kforces f (z, R) = 0 by 
torsion-freeness of @ on z E p(J), as ino(3.5), so R = 0 forces p,,(J) = 0. 
Now assume p,(J) = 0. For z E R , c E p(J) we h$x P(c) R 1 = 
f (c, RI) c =@O 3 P(P(z) c) J = P(z) P(c) P(z) J c P(z) P(c) R (by inner- 
ness of R in J) c P(z) P(c) R ’ = 0 =S P(z) c = 0 (by nondegery of 
J) =+ P(z) R = 0 * z = 0 (by inherited nondegeneracy of R), and R = 0. 
(ii) If Rad f = 0 then trivially Rad f is an ideal in J, and Q Radf = 0 
implies J is nondegenerate by (i). Conversely, if J is nondegenerate and Rad 
f an ideal then Rad f = (Radf )” = Q Radf = 0 by (i) and nondegeneracy. 
Rad f is always an outer ideal in J by Faulkner’s Theorem 2.10, and will be 
J-inner as soon as it is R-inner by nondegeneracy: for z E Radfand c E p(J) 
we have P(P(c) P(z) J) J = P(c) P(z) P(J) P(z) P(c) J (by (0.1)) c P(c) P(z) R 
(since z E R a J) c P(c) Rad f (when Rad f is inner in R) = f (c, Rad f) c = 0 
(by definition of Radf ), so by nondegeneracy P(c) P(z) J= 0, hence 
f(c, P(z) J) = 0 (by 2.10(i)), thus f (R, P(z) J) = 0 and P(z) J c Rad f shows 
that Rad f is J-inner. 
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(iii) If .Z is nondegenerate so is any ideal R; conversely, if R = R(J) is 
nondegenerate so is J since any trivial element of .Z is reduced and hence 
would be trivial in R. m 
4. THE DIEUDONNB DECOMPOSITION 
In characteristic 2 we cannot use the usual Dieudonne argument to show 
that a finite-dimensional nondegenerate R over a field decomposes into a 
direct sum of simple ideals, since f need not be nondegenerate and the 
annihilators I1 of ideals need not be ideals. Nevertheless, by using quadratic 
annihilators we can still obtain the result, and we do not have to impose 
finite-dimensionality (merely a chain condition on ideals). We do not even 
need @ to be a field (this comes out as a consequence), just a domain acting 
torsion-freely on p(J) so we can define the Faulkner form and use quadratic 
annihilators as in (3.4). 
If we do not assume that @ is a field we must restrict the sorts of ideals 
we deal with. A space Z is @-divisible if @ acts torsion-freely on R/Z, i.e., 
equivalently 
xER,axEZ,a#0+x~Z, (4.1) 
a-‘Z=Z for all a # 0 in Sp (4.1’) 
where 01-i Z = (x E R /ax E Z}. If @ acts torsion-freely on R then Z will be @- 
divisible as soon as al = Z for all a # 0, because 
aZ=Z, a torsion-free on R =P a-‘I = Z (4.2) 
since axEZ=aZ*ax=ay for yEZ*a(x--y)=O for x-yER* 
x - y = 0 (by torsion-freeness of a on R) =S x = y E I. If @ is a field then all 
spaces are @-divisible, so by 2.20(i): 
If @ acts torsion-freely on p(J), and R(J) is nondegenerate with 
minimal ideal, then @ is a field and all ideals Z a R are @- 
divisible. (4.3) 
Now we can establish our analogue of Dieudonni’s result. 
4.4. DECOMPOSITION THEOREM. Zf J is nondegenerate and @ acts 
torsion-freely on p(J), then R(J) has the splitting property for @-divisible 
ideals : 
ZaR+R=Z~ZQR (ifZ= a-‘Zfor all a # 0 in @) 
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where PR denotes the quadratic annihilator taken in R. If in addition R has 
the minimum condition on ideals, then @ is afield and R = I, q . . . q I,, is a 
direct sum of a finite number of simple ideals. 
ProoJ: By I’ we always mean the quadratic annihilator I OR of I in R 
(i.e., applying (3.4) to T= R)). Whenever I is a @-divisible outer ideal in R 
the reduced elements split into two camps, those in I and those in Z : 0 
~(4 = {P(J) n 4 u b(J) n 1’1 9 
since if c E p(J), c 6? I then f(c, I) c = P(c) I c Z (by outerness of Z in R) 
forces f(c, 1) = 0 (by @-divisibility of I), and trivially f(P(c) R,I) c 
f(@c, I) = 0 too, so c E P as in (3.4). Thus R = CpCJj @PC = C,,CJ,n, @c + 
c pojn,O @ccI+ P shows always 
R=Z+I 0 (I @-divisible outer ideal in R). (4.5) 
(In the Dieudonne argument, this is the point where finite-dimensionality 
must be invoked.) So far we have not invoked nondegeneracy of J 
(equivalently, by Theorem 3.6(iii), of R); this is needed only for directness 
If-a=0 (I U R, R nondegenerate) (4.6) 
which in turn follows from the general fact 
In&R@ (14 RI (4.6’) 
since by Theorem 3.6(i) (applied to J = R R is nondegenerate iff R 
IJ 
OR = 0. 
If ICI R then both 1’ an& K = Zn : are also ideals in R = T (by 
Proposition 3.3), so KC R = (R1)OR u KC R’ (by Lemma 3.1 and 
3.5) of(R, K) = 0 of(c, K) = 0 for all c E p(J) o all P(c)K = 0. If I is @- 
divisible we can use (4.5) to see directly thatf(K, R) cf(Z n I’, Z + Z’) = 0. 
For arbitrary Z suppose P(c) k = QC (k E K); then a3c = P(ac) k = 
P(c) P(k) P(c) k Ef(c, P(K) K) c =f(P(K) c, K) c (by Faulkner’s Theorem 
2. IO(v)) cf(K, K) c (by innerness of K) ~f(l, 1’) c = 0, which forces a = 0 
by torsion-freeness, and thus P(c) K = 0 as desired. 
Thus when J is nondegenerate we have by (4.5), (4.6) the splitting 
I~RDR=Z@ f or any @-divisible ideal. If in addition R has the 
minimum condition on ideals then by (4.3) @ is a field and all ideals are @- 
divisible, so the usual argument shows that R is a finite direct sum of 
minimal ideals I, (plod step-by-step through successive splittings, or in one 
fell swoop choose an ideal minimal among those of the form P for 
z=z,El -mz, a finite direct sum of minimal ideals I, ; if P were 
nonzero it would contain a minimal ideal I,, , of R, and I’ = I, q ... 
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q I, q I,, , > Z would have Z’@ < P since I,, r f7 I’ 
z @ tlil = 0 by (4.6); this would contradict the minimality of 
g;+i;: 
and R = Z = I, q . .. q I,). F rom the splitting property we see each minimal 
ideal I, is actually simple (it has no proper ideals, since ideals in I, are 
ideals in R by directness. and it is nontrivial since P(Z,) I, = P(Z,) R # 0 by 
nondegeneracy). I 
4.7. Remark. Note that if Z is a @-divisible outer ideal of any triple J 
then its inner hull I0 is a @-divisible ideal of J: if ax E I0 for a # 0 in @, x in 
J, then a2P(x)J= P(ax)JcP(Z”).Zc Z (by (3.2)) shows P(x)Jc Z (by 
@ -divisibility of I), hence x E I0 (by (3.2)). Also, when @ is a domain 
acting torsion-freely on p(J) then PT. 1s always a @-divisible ideal for any 
T-outer ideal Z c R: ax E 
PT. 
Z@ T u af(x, I) = a’f(P(x) T, Z) = 0 uf(x, Z) = 
f(P(x)T,Z)=OoxE 
Note also that a reduced element c lies in Z 0 iff it lies in I’ (once 
f(c, Z) = 0 we automatically get f(P(c) J, Z) cf(@c, I) = 0). 
The splitting property (4.4) for nondegenerate R has the consequences 
P@=z (@-divisible ideal Z a R) (4.8) 
(since P’ contains Z yet misses Z@ by (4.6)), 
any @-divisible ideal Z a R is reduced, even spanned by reduced 
elements of J (4.9) 
(since the image R -5 Z inherits reduction by Example 1.9(i), in fact is 
spanned by Z fIp(J) by the argument for (4.5)), 
an arbitrary outer ideal Z CI R has the same quadratic annihilator as 
its inner hull: Z@ = (Z”)’ (4.10) 
0 (since always Z I> I0 * P c (IO) = K divisible, so for P I K it suffices 
by (4.9) if the spanning reduced c E K lie in P, i.e., f(c,Z) = 0, i.e., 
P(c) z = 0; but if P(c) i = ac E Zn K (by outerness of I) then 
Z 3 @ac I P(ac) J 3 ac E I0 n K (by definition (3.2) of I”) = I0 fl (Z”)’ = 0 
(by (4.6)), so P(c) Z = 0 as desired). 
The hypothesis of @-divisibility cannot be deleted from (4.5) or (4.8): in 
J=rl over @=Z we havep(.Z)=R(J)=J,f(al,/3l)=a/3, anyZ=nJfor 
~@,=tl is a proper ideal with Z@=Z’ =O, so Z+Z@=Z<R and 
R > I. Neither can it be deleted from (4.9), as the example 
.Z=nJ q nZ (n#O,rtl), I= ((a,/3)ia-/?En3z}, @=2 shows: here 
Z=nz(l, l)+Z, for Zo=(n3~,n’Z)=P(.Z)J, so trivially ZaJ, but 
p(J)=(nL,O)u(O,nZ), R(J)=.Z, p(Z)=(n3&O)u(0,n3H)=Znp(J) 
spans only I, < I. 
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4.11. Remark. An associative bilinear form for a Jordan triple system J 
is one satisfying f(P(a) x, y) =f(x, P(a) y), f(L(a, 6) x, y) =f(x, L(b, a)u) 
(the latter implies the former whenever i E CD). The results of Proposition 3.3 
on quadratic annih$ators hold for general f, and we say f is quadratically 
nondegenerate if J = 0, i.e., if there is no ideal K a J withf(K, J) = 0. The 
analogue of 4.4 holds for any quadratically nondegenerate f satisfying 4.5. 
5. CONNECTIONS WITH PEIRCE TRACE FORMS 
Reduced idempotents have long been a standard tool in the theory of 
linear power-associative algebras. Albert 171 showed how a set E = (eiJiel of 
orthogonal reduced idempotents determined a trace form: whenever the e, are 
reduced in J, 
Jii = @ei, 
and @ acts torsion-freely on the Pence subalgebra 
(5.1) 
JE = O Jij, (5.2) 
i<jel 
this JE carries a symmetric bilinear Peirce trace form . 
t&J = 1 ai, &(a, 6) = t&b) 6, u = F‘ aiei + \‘ a/j E JE 
T Zj 
(5.3) 
If J is a linear Jordan algebra this is an associative form (cf. 18, p. 1991, 
where the argument requires that @ act torsion-freely on e, and J,, hence on 
J,). This also works for general quadratic Jordan algebras J satisfying (5.1) 
and (5.2) if we modify (5.3) to read 
t,(a, 6) = “ Cfi/3i + ” Yij? 
7 l tTj 
Uij o bij = Yij(ei + ej) 
(5.3’) 
a = \’ aiei + \‘ aij, b = \’ Piei + F‘ b, 
-7 2.i 7 Zj 
(recall that at = Yijei + yjiej E Jii + Jjj has yij = yji symmetric in i andj since 
@ acts torsion-freely on aii and yijaij = (aijyijeiei} = (aijaiei) = (afjaijei) = 
(yjiejaijei} = Yjiaij). This t, is again a symmetric bilinear form which is VJ,- 
associative: t,(a o 6, c) = ~,(a, b o c) follows from the Peirce relations and 
r,;(a,, bi,i)ei = U(ei)(aij 0 b,) = t,(ei, aij 0 bij)ei, t,(aij 0 bjk, cki)ei = 
u(ei)((ai.i 0 b/k) 0 Cki) = (aijbjkcki) = u(ei)(aij 0 (b,/, 0 Cki)) = t,(aij, bj, 0 Cki) 
for i. j. k # . 
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5.4. PROPOSITION. If a Jordan algebra J contains a set E = (ei}isr of 
orthogonal reduced idempotents, and @ acts torsion-freely on the subalgebra 
J, = QiGje, J, covered by E, then the Peirce trace form t, coincides on Jr 
with the Faulkner form f. 
Proof. Since E cp(J) f’J, c p(J,) by (5.1) and E generates J, = 
C @ei + Cicj ei 0 J, under VJ,, we have Jr=R(J,)cR(J) by (1.3). If @ is 
torsion-free on J, then f exists by (2.10), and by 2.lO(viii) and (5.3’) both f 
and f, are symmetric VJF-associative bilinear forms on J,. We have 
t,(ei, aik) = 0 = f (ei, ajk) for ajk E Jik # Jii by (5.3’) and 2.10(i) since 
U(ei)a.i, = 0. Similarly t,(e,, a,,) = ai =f (e,, ai,) for a,, = aiei E Jii by (5.1). 
Thus t,(e,, a) = f (ei, a) for all a E JE. But then d = t, -f has radical Rad d 
containing E and invariant under VJ,, so Rad dxJ,, d=O, and tE=f as 
claimed. m 
The advantages of considering the Faulkner form f in place oft, are: (1)f 
is defined intrinsically in terms of the structure of J and therefore is naturally 
invariant under automorphisms, whereas the construction of a maximal 
orthogonal family of reduced idempotents is highly noncanonical and it is 
nontrivial to show directly that t, is invariant and independent of E; (2) f 
works more naturally for Jordan triple systems, where orthogonal tripotents 
do not suffice; (3)fis inherently bilinear (coming from thef,(d)) and works 
for arbitrary @, whereas t, is inherently linear (coming from t,(a)) and 
works best when j E @. What lies behind the naturalness off is the fact that 
it is really a Jordan pair concept, as the proof of (2.19) showed. 
On the other hand, the Peirce trace form is of use in the situation where E 
is maximal in an algebraic J but need not cover J and need only have (5.1’) 
Jii = @ei + Zii for a nil subspace Zii; here it can be used to show that Rad 
f, (containing all Zii and J,,,(E) + J,(E) by definition) coincides with the nil 
radical. 
Nevertheless, the Faulkner form is a useful generalization of the generic 
and Peirce trace forms: although it requires the triple to be suitably “split” 
or “central” and torsion-free over @, with this proviso it is defined for 
arbitrary J over arbitrary #, and so makes sense even if # is not a field or if 
J is not generically algebraic over @. In particular, it may prove useful in 
arithmetic situations over domains @ and in the infinite-dimensional triple 
systems connected with symmetric spaces and JC*-algebras over @ = IR 
or Q. 
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